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Pendulum as a model system for driven rotation in molecular nanoscale machines
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2Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, 03143 Kyiv, Ukraine
3Department of Physical Chemistry, Chalmers University of Technology, S-412 96 Gothenburg, Sweden

4Institute for Problems of Physics and Technology, 119034 Moscow, Russia
~Received 8 July 1999!

We suggest a ratchet mechanism of rotatory~or translatory! motion of a Brownian rotator~or a particle! in
a spatially symmetric periodic potential. The asymmetry that drives the ratchet motion is due to a special
sequence of activation of catalytic sites arranged in space circularly and periodically. A pendulum driven by
short impulses at its stable equilibrium point is shown to be a simple mechanical model which can be
constructed easily and used for visual observation of the ratchet rotation. A possible application of this
mechanism in nanotechnology is briefly discussed.

PACS number~s!: 87.15.2v, 82.20.Fd, 05.40.2a, 07.10.Cm
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In order to power nanoscale devices, like twirling micr
scopic plastic beads, now researchers are turning to bio
and have already undertaken the first steps in singling
protein-based motors from living systems and remount
them on engineered surfaces to perform usable work@1#. One
of these isF1-ATPase~or theF1 motor!, the portion of the
ATP synthase which is exposed on the cell membrane
face. This is the smallest motor in the world and its rotatio
motion was recently observed by Nojiet al. @2#. The F1 mo-
tor is remarkably sophisticated, containing a cylinder of
subunits with three catalytic sites~stator! and surrounding a
central shaft~rotor!, the so-calledg subunit. As for any bio-
logical motor, adenosine triphosphate~ATP! is chemical
fuel, making the unidirectional rotation. On the other han
molecular dynamics approach using rotational impulse
namics has been developed recently for studying the mol
lar nanomachine designs@3#. Various power input profiles to
drive devices such as nanogears and pumps have been
in these studies with atomistic details. Therefore we m
expect that nanostructures with high-frequency rotatio
motions can be manufactured using some principles of fu
tioning F1-ATPase. In particular, the so-called bindin
change mechanism proposed by Boyer and Walker on
chemical grounds@4,5# could be explored for these purpose

In this paper we report a ratchet mechanism of the un
rectional rotational motion which can be used for possi
manufacturing devices at the nanoscale level. Inspired
Feynman’s thermal ratchet@6#, a variety of mechanisms fo
molecular motors have been suggested@7#. All involve rec-
tifying motion of a Brownian particle in a spatially period
structure due to zero-mean nonequilibrium oscillations
fluctuations. The fundamental condition for such a rectifi
transport to occur is that either the spatial reflection symm
try of the system is broken@8–13# or fluctuations are statis
tically asymmetric@14–18#. As a simple mechanical mode

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Pre
address: Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Physik komplexer Systeme, No¨th-
nitzer Str. 38, 01187, Dresden, Germany. Electronic addr
yzolo@mpipks-dresden.mpg.de
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here we consider the pendulum, biasing rotation of which
generated by a special kind of temporal asymmetry that
fers from those previously reported@14–18#.

Let us consider an underdamped pendulum~or the same, a
particle subjected to a sinusoidal potential! of massm and
lengthl which is subject to white noisej(t) of zero average.
We assume that the pendulum is also driven by an exte
torqueF(t) which depends on the angle positionu(t) as well
as on the velocityu̇(t). The time evolution ofu(t) is gov-
erned by the equation of motion

ml2ü1gu̇1mgsinu5F~ t !1j~ t !, ~1!

whereg is a friction constant andg the gravitational accel-
eration. The driving torqueF(t) is assumed to be generate
by short impulses of the same amplitude applied upwa
only at those time instants when the pendulum, after it
turned some integer number of total revolutions, either co
terclockwise~the positive direction ofu) or clockwise~the
negative direction ofu), is passing the lowest~stable equi-
librium! point. Then the pendulum will be affected tange
tially by a clockwise or counterclockwise torqueF(t) with
probability 1/2, so that̂ F(t)&50. Let $t j% j 50

` be the se-
quence of these time instants. For eachj we introduce the
two integersnj

6 that determine the number of positive (nj
1)

or negative (nj
2) revolutions which are required to occu

after the kick att5t j in order to receive the next kick att
5t j 11. For instance, the pendulum can be supposed to
ceive the energy after it has turned counterclockwise e
time (nj

151) or clockwise two times (nj
2522) as depicted

in Fig. 1. Experimentally, such a forcing system could
constructed by using some electric circuit control devic
including photocells, electromagnets, etc., that switch
d-like force directed upwards at those time instants when
pendulum is passing the lowest point after a correspond
numbernj

6 of revolutions. The white noise approximate
can be created by a fog-horn applied perpendicularly to
plane in which the pendulum rotates. Correspondingly,
chemical terms, a Brownian particle thermally fluctuating
a periodic potential shown in Fig. 1 can be activated sel

ent

s:
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tively, while being at some minima, to overcome the pote
tial barrier to the nearest-neighbor potential well, either f
ward or backwards with the same probability 1/2.

Let W be a kinetic energy given to the pendulum duri
each impulse stroke. Because of this energy input, the a
lar velocity of the pendulum being initially at rest is in
creased byDv5 l 21A2W/m, so that from Newton’s law
FDt5ml2Dv (Dt is duration of the impulse! one obtains in
the limit 1/Dt→d(t) the torque amplitudelA2mW. There-
fore t05 lAm/2W can be chosen as a time unit and the
mensionless form of the dynamical equation~1! takes the
form

d2u

dt2 1G
du

dt
52«0 sinu1(

j 50

`

~6 ! j pj
6d~t2t j !1h~t!

~2!

with t5t/t0 , G5AI /2Wg, and«05E0/2W. The correlation
function of the white noiseh(t)5j(t)/2W is ^h(t)h(t8)&
52GDd(t2t8) with strength D5kBT/2W (kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant andT temperature!. For nanotechnologica
applications the white noise models thermal fluctuations~at
room temperaturekBT.4 pN nm!. The coefficientpj

6 de-
scribes the probability with which at the timet5t j the pen-
dulum is kicked forward (pj

1) or back (pj
2512pj

1). As
described above,pj

15pj
251/2. The symbol (6) j means 1

or 21, respectively.
It is reasonable to assume that each probabilitypj in Eq.

~2! depends on the velocityV j5V(t j ) given att5t j where
V5du/dt. Indeed, while bypassing the lowest point, und
the same stochastic action as described above the pend
receives each stroke with somefinite delay depending on the
velocity V at this time instant. Clearly, the maximal chan
of this dependence takes place ifpj

15pj
251/2. Also, any

FIG. 1. The dimensionless potentialU(u)512cosu as a func-
tion of the angle positionu ~displayed vertically! and one of the
realizations of the stochastic processu(t) with a time random se-
quencet0 , t1 , . . . . Initially, at t5t0 the pendulum was occasion

ally pushed backwards, but afterwards its global motion appeare
occur forward. The random trajectory is shown to pass thro
closed circles that correspond to the active states. The passive
are represented by open circles.
-
-

u-

-

r
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equation must be invariant with respect to the substitution
pj

1 by 12pj
2 . Using these two general assumptions, one

write the following nonlinear differential equation

dpj
6

dV j
56m~12pj

6!pj
6 , ~3!

where m is a positive coefficient that determines the tim
delay of the pendulum-source interaction. Equation~3! can
be easily solved and its solution reads

pj
65

1

2 S 16 tanh
mV j

2 D . ~4!

The only possibility to drive unidirectionally the pendu
lum with a forcing of zero average as described above is
introduce some kind of temporal asymmetry in the seque
of impulses generating the stochastic torqueF(t). We im-
pose this asymmetry by assuming sequencesnj

1 and nj
2 to

be different. Despite the torqueF(t) is mean centered, suc
a difference is expected to cause a unidirectional rotation
the pendulum. We emphasize that both possibilitiesp1

.p2 or p1,p2 may happen and they are equally cons
ered. Intuitively, the ratchet is expected to occur in t
counter clockwise~positive! direction if some strokes are
missed in a regular or random manner after the pendu
has turned clockwise. We report here the particular c
when for eachj the pendulum receives the energyW each
first-passage time forward (nj

151), but each second-passag
time backwards (nj

2522), the case mentioned above.
this case, at the time instantt j the pendulum can perform an
number of revolutions from the sequence 3i 22 j , i
50,1, . . . ,j .

The numerical integration of Eq.~2! has shown that the
rectification of the rotation indeed occurs for all values
m>0 ~see Fig. 2!. These results clearly demonstrate a hi
increase of the rectification efficiency withm. Two of these
realizations for small periods of integration and small valu
of m are shown separately in Fig. 3. Thermal fluctuatio
nearby the potential minima are demonstrated by Fig. 3~a!

to
h
tes

FIG. 2. Molecular dynamics simulation of the pendulum ro
tion (G50.5 and«050.05) for m50 ~curve 1!, m51 ~curve 2!,
m53 ~curve 3!, m55 ~curve 4!, m510 ~curve 5!, and m5100
~curve 6!.
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whereas Fig. 3~b! shows the existence of a temporal plate
describing the stop of the ratchet mechanism at some ang
position of the pendulum at the lowest point, which rema
ably resembles the experimental observation of theg-subunit
rotation in F1-ATPase@19#. Numerical calculations of the
averaged velocity against the barrier height«0 ~see Fig. 4!
have shown that there exists a certain optimal value of
barrier height at which the ratchet occurs with the high
efficiency. The global rotation disappears with increase
impulse strength. However, form.0 the ratchet still occurs
for larger amplitudes of impulses.

As an application of the described mechanism for driv
rotation in nanostructures, let us consider a finite lattice c
sisting at least of three catalytic sites arranged circularly
periodically. LetN be a number of these sites denoted
1, . . . ,N, N>3, in the positive direction which form a sta
tor. We assume that this array of sites surrounds a rota

FIG. 3. Curves 2 and 5 of Fig. 2 displayed for small period
integration.

FIG. 4. Averaged global angular velocity of the pendulum ro
tion against the dimensionless potential barrier height for~a! m
50 and~b! m51.
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shaft, forming a periodic potentialU(u) with the period
2p/N. Assume next that each of the stator sites can be ei
active or passive with respect to a certain chemical site
the rotor surface, but only one of theN sites can be active a
a time. When the active site at the rotor is getting the clos
to the stator site found in the active state, i.e., when the ro
reaches the state due to thermal fluctuations, it receive
power stroke~impulse! during the chemical reaction at thi
state. For instance, this may be the hydrolysis of an A
molecule withW.80 pN nm being the released hydrolys
energy. After the reaction has happened to occur at the ac
site of the stator, the next site in the positive direction b
comes active, so that the rotor can reach it turning~due to
thermal fluctuations and the hydrolysis impulse! either for-
ward by 2p/N or backwards by22p(N21)/N. This sys-
tem is equivalent to the pendulum being kicked at the low
point as described above. The only difference is due to s
ing of the period of the functionU(u): instead of 2p, here
we have 2p/N. This ratchet effect can be termed a trappi
of a particle by a moving sequence of active catalytic sta
along a cyclic lattice.

Now the next question arises: how such a ‘‘moving’’ s
quence of active catalytic states can be arranged. To an
this question, one of the ways is to turn to the above m
tionedF1-ATPase enzyme, an extremely interesting exam
of nanoscale machine in living things, which was recen
discovered to run, burning ATP molecules to rotate the c
tral g-subunit shaft@2#. The stator of this motor is the hex
agonal array of threea subunits and threeb subunits ar-
ranged alternatingly. According to the binding chan
mechanism @4,5#, three potentially catalytic nucleotide
binding sites which are located on theb subunits can be
found sequentially in one of the three conformational sta
ATP binding (bT), ADP binding (bD), and empty (bE). At
each rotation by 2p/3, one ATP molecule is bound to thebE
state, while one ADP molecule and phosphate are relea
from the bD state, resulting in the following sequence
conformational changes:bE→bT , bT→bD , andbD→bE .
This 2p/3 rotation drives theg-subunit unidirectionally.

Thus, the ratchet mechanism described by the driven
underdamped pendulum equation~2! can be highly relevant
for manufacturing nanoscale machine designs. It is ma
based on the central idea of the rotational catalysis, the b
ing change mechanism in theF1-ATPase enzyme. Despit
this enzyme is the smallest motor known in the world, it
too complicated system and its mechanism of functioning
far to be fully understood@2,20,21#. Therefore the ratche
mechanism suggested in this paper seems to be too simp
describe the work ofF1-ATPase, but the dynamical model o
motion driven by rotational catalysis could be of interest
nanotechnological applications. We emphasize that the
directional rotation governed by Eq.~2! with a symmetric
potential is a new ratchet model among those containing
tentials with broken spatial asymmetry and studied so ex
sively @7–13#. Another dimension of beauty is the theoretic
problem of dynamics and effects of inertia in ratche
@22,23#. The rectification withm50 is a remarkable phe
nomenon and this is another case compared with the rec
cation in a symmetric potential when special types of sta
tical asymmetry are imposed@14–18#. The stochastic proces
described above is nonlinear in the sense that the pendu
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interacts with the driving source, so that the power stro
occur at the times depending on the pendulum position. S
a pendulum-source interaction becomes very effective w
the dependence of this interaction~the probabilitiespj

6) on
the pendulum velocity is incorporated into the model. T
interaction resembles the electron-phonon coupling in so
when an electron ‘‘digs’’ a potential well while this well in
turn captures the electron forming a polaron state. The p
dulum turning on average more and more frequently in
positive direction causes more frequent kicks. In their tu
the increase of the frequency of kicks results in the growth
re
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er
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st
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ev
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ch
n

s
s
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e
,
f

biasing the rotational motion, but note that both the pro
abilities pj

1 andpj
2 are equally ‘‘present’’ in the model and

the inequalitypj
1.pj

2 that occurs more frequently in th
process is a result of this ‘‘self-trapping’’ effect. In the lim
of largem, one obtains nearly 100 percent efficient mech
nism, so important from the point of view of biological mo
tors.
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